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Abstract
This study aims to synthesize an Animation Augmented Reality Book Model (AAR Book Model) to enhance
teamwork and to assess the AAR Book Model to enhance teamwork. Samples are five specialists that consist of
one animation specialist, two communication and information technology specialists, and two teaching model
design specialists, selected by purposive sampling. The instrument used in the study was an evaluation form for
the Book Model. Statistics used in the study were arithmetic mean and standard deviation. The result shows that:
an AAR Book Model to enhance teamwork achieved contains four components. Firstly, requirement analysis to
create animation augmented reality; including 1) Objective setting, 2) Content analysis, 3) Student analysis, 4)
Environment Analysis, 5) Teacher analysis, and 6) Creating animation augmented reality as a teaching material
to motivate students. Secondly, teaching method: 1) Using gamification to motivate learning and practice; 2)
Assigning students to work in teams and make a presentation. Thirdly, evaluating teamwork, conducted via
teachers’ observation and creating an integrated scoring rubric. Lastly, analysis of feedback: All five specialists
agreed that the AAR Book Model to enhance teamwork developed through this study has a highest level of
suitability (x̄= 4.75, S.D. = 0.04).
Keywords: teamwork, gamification, animation, augmented reality
1. Introduction
Education today needs to change. Students have to learn how to live in the 21st century; otherwise they will be
left behind. Modern education has to focus on the application of the knowledge, instead of studying the contents
(Panit, 2013). This research sets out to demonstrate ways in which animation augmented reality and gamification
can motivate student learning and also enhance teamwork. A derivative work comes first, which focuses on a
self-analytic, result driven model for success.
The talents of 21st century involves 3Rs + 8Cs, Reading, Ritting, Reading, Ritting, Rithmetics, andCritical
Thinking & Problem Solving, Creativity & Innovation, Collaboration, Teamwork & Leadership, Cross-cultural
Understanding, Communication, Information & Media Literacy, Computing & Media Literacy, Career &
Learning Self-reliance, Change, and in additional, +2Ls which is Learning Skills and Leadership (Panit, 2013).
In the exciting 21st century, there are 4 kinds of challenges to come: 1) global dependence 2) an increasing
number of democratic countries 3) a need for creative entrepreneurs and 4) importance in interpersonal
relationships. Preparation for living is a significant thing. Students need to know how to work in team effective
with others, as well as a creative way to handle conflicts, either in a traditional class or an online class. (Johnson
& Johnson 2011) Humankind is social animals which need to depend on each other, either directly or indirectly,
such as generosity, collaboration, supporting, negotiation, arguing; this shows that humankind interacts and
communicates with each other (Waew-ngam, 1991).
Teamwork occurs when 2 or more people who have the same goal work in the same direction to achieve the
shared goal. (Waew-ngam, 1991; Nolan, 1997) ICT Literacy is one of the key skills to live in 21st century. (ETS,
2002; Panit, 2012) ICT proficiency consists of 7 steps: 1. Define, able to use proper equipment for ICT; 2.
Access, able to access ICT media; 3. Manage, able to handle the information, categorizing it into groups; 4.
Integrate, able to understand, summarize, understand, and compare similarities and differences; 5. Evaluate, able
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to reflect and assess the quality; 6. Create, able to establish new knowledge, adapts, apply, design, and reveals
the information; and 7. Communicate, able to re-express information or knowledge to different kind (ETS,
2002).
Augmented Reality (AR) is a technology developed from the existing Virtual Reality technology by combining it
with the real world, rendering a combined graphic of Virtual World and the real world via the camera, displayed
in a computer screen or a projector. Graphics may vary, such as animated pictures with audio, 3D objects, etc.
These are rendered by a computer program and displayed real-time. (Srifa, 2013; Meesuwan, 2014; Meesuwan,
2012; Proma-ngun, 2008; Furht, 2011) The first time Augmented Reality (AR) dated back in 1950 when
Morton Heiling, a movie director, came up with an idea to make his audience experience his movies even more.
In 1962, he invented a prototype out of his concept, which is described in “Cinema of the futher” as Sensorama.
Later, Ivan Suntherland invented a headset in 1966 and two years after, 1968, he was the first person who
invented augmented reality via headset vision. Later, Myron Krueger created a room with a video that a user can
interact with virtual objects for the first time. (Boriwethanan, n.d.; Furht, 2011) Augmented Reality involves 3
processes (Meesuwan, 2013) which are 1. Image Analysis: starting by creating a database of pictures or markers,
converting pictures recorded by the video camera into binary images; 2. Pose Estimation: it is a 3D calculation
utilizing matrix to find the relationship between the distance the camera detects with a marker in database,
compared, analyzed the data collected with the data recorded; 3. 3D Rendering: 3D graphics are rendered onto
the pose estimation.
Gamification is how to apply gaming into what is not actually a game to motivate and promote learning, problem
solving, or behaviors to comply with an objective in an effort to make it fun and engaging. Gamification use
game mechanics to encourage learner to achieve goal, such as points, levels, competition, collaboration, rules,
ranking board and time limited (KAPP, 2012; Association for Project Management,2014; Burk, 2014).
Animation originated from a Latin word, Animare, which means to make into life. Animation is made by means
of the rapid display of a sequence of static images that minimally differ from each other. Animation techniques
impress the audiences with image sequences in motion, generally either hand drawings or computer graphics.
The human eye sees through persistence of vision and the images become animated continuously. This is called
image persistence. The illusion—as in motion pictures in general—is thought to rely on the phenomenon (Lieser,
2010; Laowansiri, 1989). Benefits of animation in education are 1. It can display something human cannot
demonstrate, 2. It can explain difficult thing more easily (Laowansiri, 1989).
The researcher sees the importance in improving teaching methods in the 21st century which centralizes on the
students, inspiring them to learn, and capable of working in teams. Students should be able to cooperate with
their peers to achieve a lesson objective utilizing Animation Augmented Reality (AAR) and also gamification to
motivate students to learn by themselves and to keep them interested throughout the lesson. This is developed in
form of AAR Book Model to enhance teamwork. This instructional model was then evaluated by five specialists
from three specific fields: one animation specialist, two teaching method design specialists and two
communication and information technology specialists.
2. Method
The Method section describes in detail how the study was conducted, including conceptual and operational
definitions of the variables used in the study, Different types of studies will rely on different methodologies;
however, a complete description of the methods used enables the reader to evaluate the appropriateness of your
methods and the reliability and the validity of your results, It also permits experienced investigators to replicate
the study, If your manuscript is an update of an ongoing or earlier study and the method has been published in
detail elsewhere, you may refer the reader to that source and simply give a brief synopsis of the method in this
section.
2.1 Objective
1) Synthesize an Animation Augmented Reality Book Model (AAR Book Model) to enhance teamwork.
2) To assess the AAR Book Model to enhance teamwork.
2.2 Methods
The process of creating an AAR Book Model to enhance teamwork is divided into 8 steps as follows:
Literary review on related studies which includes: Augmented Reality (Srifa, 2013; Meesuwan, 2014; Meesuwan,
2012; Proma-ngun, 2008; Furht, 2011) Gamification (KAPP, 2012; Association for Project Management, 2014;
Burk, 2014) and Animation (Lieser, 2010; Laowansiri, 1989) was conducted to create a framework for an AAR
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book Moddel. The strenggth of Animatiion is it can exxpress learning content in eenjoyable way.. AR can attract an
audience.
Primary A
Analysis, divideed into 3parts:
1)

Conteext Analysis: to
t analyze whaat type of conttext or environnment is compaatible with the model, such as
a the
availaability of tableets or smartphoone and hi-speeed internet nettwork.

2)

Studeent Analysis: to
t analyze whiich age of studdents is suitabble with the model. Studentss are required to be
able to use a tableet to interact w
with AAR. Stuudents are also required to have primaryy knowledge of
o the
subjeect.

3)

Learnning Analysis:: to classify thhe contents intoo steps which are suitable foor students of different age while
w
there is conformityy from basic lessson to advancce lesson.

Synthesizee an AAR Boook Model to ennhance teamwoork.
Developm
ment of an AAR
R Book Model to enhance teaamwork, focussed on animatiion augmentedd reality to mottivate
the learnerr, for engage teeam activity.
Submittingg the AAR Boook Model to ennhance teamw
work to the advisor for checkiing and furtherr advice.
Creating R
Research Instruument: Model Assessment Form using the Likert scale. T
The format of a typical five--level
Likert item
m is: Stronglly disagree, D
Disagree, Neitther agree noor disagree, A
Agree, Stronglly agree. And
d set
interpretattion criteria Suitability:
S
1.000-1.80 meann lowest, 1.81-2.60 mean low, 2.61-3.440 mean med
dium,
3.41-4.20 m
mean high andd 4.21-5.00 meean highest.
Submittingg the Model Assessment
A
Form to the addvisor and thrree experts to evaluate the conformity of the
questions.
Model Assessment, connducted by fivee specialists, sselected by puurposive sampling. One anim
mation speciallist is
famous annimation direcctor and univeersity lecturer;; Two teachinng model design specialists are professorr and
doctor, booth are univerrsity instructoors and graduuated from edducation field;; And two coommunication
n and
informatioon technology specialists aree Assistant Proofessor and IC
CT specialist aat Center of Innnovative Learrning
and also w
work as a univversity instrucctors. Assessm
ment by Modell Assessment Form using thhe Likert scale. The
results werre summarizedd afterwards.
2.3 Frameework
Independeent Variables arre Instuctionall Design, Gamiification, Anim
mation, Augmeented Reality aand Book.
Dependentt Variables aree AAR Book M
Model to enhannce teamwork. (Figure 1)

Figuree 1. Frameworkk
3. Results
3.1 The Reesearcher Syntthesized AAR B
Book Model to Enhance Team
mwork into 4 C
Components
The AAR Book Model to enhance teaamwork was aappropriate forr creating an aapproach to maaking an anim
mation
augmentedd reality bookk which uses gamification for motivate students. The Model contaains 4 compon
nents.
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Componennt one of the model
m
is AAR. This activity rregulates the learner, contennt and teacher. The analysis of
o the
results is used to produuce AAR whicch attracts andd motivates thhe leaner, tabllet or smartphhone with hi-sspeed
internet iss also necessaary for this prrocess. Compoonent two, Teeaching Methoods using Gam
mification to drive
students too encourage acctivity. The thiird componentt is teamwork skill assessmeent. And the foourth compone
ent is
analyzing feedback. Thee details are as follows:
Componennt 1 Requiremeent Analysis inncludes:
1) Objectivve setting to chheck whether sstudents have achieved afterr a lesson.
2) Contennt Analysis to check whethher the contennts are compaatible for makking into Anim
mation Augme
ented
Reality.
3) Studentt Analysis; to analyze
a
the agge of students tto see whetherr they are com
mpatible with thhe model. Stud
dents
are requireed to be able too use a PC tabllet to interact w
with Animationn Augmented R
Reality.
4) Environnment Analysiis to analyze thhe environmennt for its compatibility with tthe model, succh as availabiliity of
tablets andd hi-speed internet to use Aniimation Augm
mented Reality.
5) Teacherr Analysis to chheck whether tthey are capabble of making ccontents into A
Animation Auggmented Realitty.
6) Creatingg an Animationn Augmented Reality to mottivate.
Componennt 2 Teaching Methods
M
are:
1) Knowleedge Test, Usinng gamificatioon to encouragge learner to acchieve goal doone by flash caards, jigsaw pu
uzzle
and other materials as deemed
d
approppriate. Rewardds are given too be used in tthe next level.. This gamification
process ennhance collaborative and team
mwork skill off students.
2) Assigniing students too work in team
ms of four and have the makee a presentatioon to express ttheir information to
the others in compliancee with ICT Proficiency (ETS, 2002). Thesee processes alsoo enhance team
mwork skill.
work skill assessment done bby teacher’s obbservation, creating
Componennt 3 Authentic Assessment inncludes teamw
an integratted scoring rubbric.
Componennt 4 is analyzzing feedbackk from the stuudents and im
mproving the AAR Book M
Model to enh
hance
teamwork.. (Figure 2)

Figure 2. AAR Bookk Model to enhhance teamworrk
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3.2 The Assessment Results of the AAR Book Model to Enhance Teamwork Are Shown in Table 1
Interpretation Criteria Suitability: 1.00-1.80 mean lowest, 1.81-2.60 mean low, 2.61-3.40 mean medium,
3.41-4.20 mean high and 4.21-5.00 mean highest.
Table 1. Arithmetic mean and standard deviation results from 5 specialists
Components
Component 1 Requirement Analysis
Component 2
Teaching Methods
Component 3
Authentic Assessment

Evaluation(x̄)

standard deviation(S.D.)

Suitability

4.7

0.54

Highest

4.7

0.50

Highest

4.8

0.45

Highest

Component 4 Analyzing feedback

4.8

0.45

Highest

Results

4.75

0.04

Highest

The results of component 1 - 4 from five specialists showed that the AAR Book Model to Enhance Teamwork
has a highest level of suitability. All five specialists are feedback about AAR is good for attractive learner, school
or university have to provide a hi-speed internet, which is common for nowadays, and agreed that AAR and
gamification can enhance teamwork skill of leaner.
4. Discussion
The AAR Book Model to enhance teamwork that utilizes animation, augmented reality and gamification can
enhance teamwork, be separated into 4 components. The first component is the need analysis, which includes
creating AAR that motivates the learner. All five specialists agreed that the developed instructional model was at
the highest appropriate level. Results are according to a study of Kuchampu (2015) regarding a ubiquitous
mobile web application with gamification for a course ‘Effective Writing for Corporate Communication’. The
study suggests that there are 3 steps: 1. Pre-training preparation; 2. Mid-training preparation which consists of
2.1 in-class operations and 2.2 ubiquitous operations; 3. Post-training. Media requirement survey suggests that
there is a high requirement. Content assessment by specialists has a good result. Techniques in media making are
good. Content-related tests to assess the quality of the survey are good. Post-training participants are higher than
pre-training at a significant level of .05 and the satisfaction level of the samples is excellent, according to a study
by Suphanpong Wongsipeng and Natthawee Utthakrit (Wongsipeng & Utthakrit, 2012) regarding applying
Virtual Reality into teaching Thai Alphabets, which divides the study into 4 aspects: 1. Program functions, 2.
Contents and information, 3. User Interface and art, 4. System. Satisfaction level towards the system is excellent.
It is also in compliance with a study by Danai Moungkeow (Moungkeow, 2005) regarding computer-aided
teaching with animation for music study for Prathomsuksa 1 students. The results shows that the computer-aided
teaching with animation has its effectiveness of 82.83/82.59 and the competency of students taught by the
computer-aided teaching is higher than students taught under traditional environment at a significant level of
0.01. It also complies with a study by Chubua, Wattananarong, and Phonlaptawee (2015) regarding the
development of virtual peers to promote teamwork of students in developing ICT projects. The result shows that
the virtual peers have an excellent satisfaction level. Students’ competency is significantly 0.1 higher.
5. Conclusions
AAR Book Model to enhance teamwork focuses on motivating student to learn through Animation Augmented
Reality and encourage teamwork with gamification, keeping students interested in lessons. There is also
presentation-making in according to the ICT Proficiency (ETS, 2002). Authentic assessment is done by teacher’s
observation. Feedback then is taken into account to be analyzed and used to improve the AAR Book Model to
enhance teamwork. For further work, the AAR Book Model to enhance teamwork can be applied into different
subjects. Assessment by five specialists suggests that the AAR Book Model to enhance teamwork has a highest
level of suitability. (x̄= 4.75, S.D. = 0.04)
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